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ABSTRACT

Bidirectional communication between oocytes and the companion granulosa cells is essential for the development and functions of both compartments. Oocytes are deficient in their ability to transport certain amino acids and in carrying out glycolysis and cholesterol biosynthesis. Cumulus cells must provide them with the specific amino acids and the products in these metabolic pathways. Oocytes control metabolic activities in cumulus cells by promoting the expression of genes in cumulus cells encoding specific amino acid transporters and enzymes essential for the oocyte-deficient metabolic processes. Hence oocytes outsource metabolic functions to cumulus cells to compensate for oocyte metabolic deficiencies. Oocyte control of granulosa cell metabolism may also participate in regulating the rate of follicular development in coordination with endocrine, paracrine, and autocrine signals. Oocytes influence granulosa cell development mainly by secretion of paracrine factors, although juxtacrine signals probably also participate. Key oocyte-derived paracrine factors include growth differentiation factor 9, bone morphogenetic protein 15, and fibroblast growth factor 8B.
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A crucial objective of folliculogenesis is the production of a fertilizable egg competent to undergo activation and embryogenesis. To achieve this goal, precise coordination between the germinal and somatic compartments of the follicle is required in responding to endocrine, paracrine, and autocrine signals, as well as those communicated by the gap junctions that link granulosa cells and the oocyte. Hence bidirectional communication between oocytes and companion somatic cells is essential for the development and function of both follicular compartments.¹ Granulosa cells have long been known to play a nurturing role in supporting oocyte development by providing essential nutrients to oocytes.² Granulosa cells also participate in maintenance of oocyte meiotic arrest, global suppression of oocyte transcriptional activity, and the induction of oocyte meiotic and cytoplasmic maturation.³ Oocytes, in contrast, play active roles in the regulation of the development and function of granulosa cells throughout the course of folliculogenesis. Oocytes affect the formation and activation of the primordial follicle pool in the ovary as evidenced by the targeted deletion of Figla (folliculogenesis-specific basic helix-loop-helix)⁴ and oocyte-specific knockout of Pten (phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10, a gene encoding a major negative phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase),⁵ which cause failure of primordial follicle formation⁶ and activation of the entire primordial follicle pool and consequent...
premature ovarian failure, respectively. Oocytes also promote the primary–to–secondary and preantral–to–antral follicle transitions, granulosa cell proliferation and differentiation before the luteinizing hormone (LH) surge, and cumulus expansion and ovulation after the LH surge. It appears that oocytes play a dominant role in this bidirectional communication, and the rate of ovarian follicular development is orchestrated by the oocyte’s developmental program.

In the past one and a half decades, remarkable progress has been made in understanding how oocytes regulate the development and function of granulosa cells, as well as how they direct the development of ovarian follicles. That oocytes control cumulus cell metabolic functions highlights the most recent advances in this field and is the main focus of this review. Here we first introduce three types of metabolic cooperation between oocytes and cumulus cells—amino acid uptake, glycolysis, and cholesterol biosynthesis—and then we describe how oocytes regulate these three metabolic processes in cumulus cells and discuss the participation of the three major oocyte–derived paracrine factors: growth differentiation factor 9 (GDF9), bone morphogenetic protein 15 (BMP15), and fibroblast growth factor 8B (FGF8B).

**METABOLIC COOPERATIVITY BETWEEN OOCYTES AND GRANULOSA CELLS**

**Gap Junction-Mediated Coupling between Oocytes and Granulosa Cells**

Oocytes are coupled to companion granulosa cells via membrane specializations known as gap junctions. In antral follicles, gap junctions couple oocytes and cumulus cells. The major isoform of connexins that assemble into the gap-junction channels between oocytes and cumulus or preantral granulosa cells is GJA4 (gap junction protein, α 4, also commonly known as connxin 37 [Cx37]). Gap junctions are also formed between granulosa cells: mural–mural, mural–cumulus cells, and the major isoform of connexins in these gap junctions is GJA1 (gap junction associated protein, α 1, also known as connxin 43 [Cx43]). The properties of gap junctions that allow the direct passage of certain small molecular weight molecules, such as ions (e.g., calcium), metabolites (e.g., pyruvate, nucleic acids, and inositol), amino acids (e.g., alanine, histidine, and leucine), and intracellular signaling molecules (e.g., cAMP [cyclic adenosine monophosphate], cGMP [cyclic guanosine monophosphate], and IP3 [inositol 1,3,5-trisphosphate]) from granulosa cells to oocytes provides a physical basis for metabolic cooperation between oocytes and granulosa cells. Indeed, many known inputs from granulosa cells are directed to oocytes through gap junctions, and both GJA4 and GJA1 are indispensable for the development of both oocytes and granulosa cells as evidenced by the failure of folliculogenesis in Gja4– and Gja1– knockout ovaries. Further studies indicate that the absence of GJA1 from only granulosa cells, or GJA4 from only oocytes, disrupts follicular and oocyte development. However, the absence of GJA4 from only granulosa cells or absence of GJA1 from only oocytes does not affect either oocyte or follicle development, although oocyte-specific deletion of GJA1 significantly impairs subsequent blastocyst implantation. Therefore, expression of GJA4 in oocytes is essential for communication with granulosa cells. Interestingly, although GJA4 differs markedly from GJA1 in biochemical properties and permeability, the function of GJA4 in coupling oocytes with granulosa cells can be replaced experimentally in vivo by overexpression of Gja1 in Gja4–null oocytes with no interruption of normal oogenesis and fertility.

**Glycolysis, Amino Acid Uptake, and Cholesterol Biosynthesis: Examples of Metabolic Cooperativity**

Although it was proposed more than a century ago that granulosa cells support oocyte development by providing them with essential nutrients, the concept of metabolic cooperativity between oocytes and granulosa cells did not emerge until the 1960s when Biggers et al first documented the inability of denuded mouse oocytes to use glucose as an energy source to support meiotic maturation. Cumulus cell–enclosed oocytes could undergo maturation in medium providing glucose as the only energy source; however, denuded oocytes could only mature when pyruvate was provided in the medium. This indicates that oocytes are deficient in their ability to use glucose as an energy substrate and require cumulus cells to metabolize glucose into products that can be used by oocytes as energy production substrate (s) to support maturation. Others found that cumulus cells can metabolize glucose into pyruvate, which is then provided to oocytes. Although pyruvate produced as a product of glycolysis by cumulus cells could be transferred to oocytes via gap junctions, it is also possible that cumulus cells secrete pyruvate, which is subsequently transported into the oocyte. Indeed, oocytes are rich in members of the SLC16A (MCT) (solute carrier family 16 [monocarboxylic acid transporters]) family of monocarboxylic acid transporters. However, other cumulus cell products derived from energy metabolic pathways that are not easily transported across cell membranes, including adenosine triphosphate itself, could be transferred to oocytes via gap junctions.

Oocytes metabolize pyruvate through oxidative phosphorylation to produce energy for growth and maturation. Indeed, there is a high rate of pyruvate consumption in maturing MI (metaphase I) oocytes as compared with immature or MII (metaphase II)
Oocytes, and oocyte-specific deletion of *Pdha1* (pyruvate dehydrogenase E1 α 1), a gene encoding an enzyme subunit of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, resulted in defects in both oocyte meiotic and cytoplasmic maturation. Therefore, metabolic cooperativity exists between oocytes and cumulus cells in the utilization of glucose: Cumulus cells first metabolize glucose into pyruvate by glycolysis, and then pass it into oocytes, where pyruvate is oxidized to produce energy for use by oocytes. The molecular basis of this metabolic cooperativity has recently been provided by a study in which transcripts encoding key enzymes in glycolytic pathway (i.e., *Aldoa* [aldolase 1, A isoform], *Eno1* [enolase 1, α non-neuron], *Ldhα* [lactate dehydrogenase A], *Pfkβ* [phosphofructokinase, platelet], *Pkmt2* [pyruvate kinase, muscle], and *Tpi1* [triosephosphate isomerase 1]) were found to be robustly expressed in cumulus cells but barely detectable in oocytes. Metabolic cooperativity between cumulus cells and oocytes in glycolysis is probably also operative in other mammalian species, such as the rat, cattle, rhesus monkey, and human because oocytes of these species are also deficient in using glucose, and their cumulus cells have relatively higher levels of glycolytic activity. Interestingly, there is little or no glycolytic activity in amphibian (e.g., frog) oocytes, and pyruvate, but not glucose, is one of the most effective exogenous energy resources for the in vitro maintenance of *Xenopus* oocytes. This suggests that metabolic cooperation could also exist between frog oocytes and the surrounding follicle cells.

Another example of metabolic cooperativity between oocytes and cumulus cells involves the uptake of amino acids. Mouse oocytes cannot efficiently take up some amino acids, such as L-alanine, and require that cumulus cells take them up and then transfer them to oocytes through gap junctions. Colonna and Mangia reported in 1983 that when cumulus cell–enclosed or cell–denuded oocytes were cultured in medium containing [14C] L-alanine, the amount of radioactivity detected in oocytes was much higher in the cumulus cell–enclosed group. *Slc38a3* (solute carrier family 38, member 3), a transcript encoding a sodium-coupled neutral amino acid transporter that has high substrate preference for L-alanine, is highly expressed in cumulus cells but not in oocytes or mural granulosa cells. This result suggests that the lack of expression of the SLC38A family of transporters by oocytes may account for their poor uptake of L-alanine, thus providing a molecular basis for this specific metabolic cooperativity.

Another surprising facet of metabolic cooperativity in cumulus cell–oocyte complexes involves cholesterol biosynthesis, supported by two lines of evidence. First, quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and in situ hybridization showed that the expression of seven transcripts encoding enzymes in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway, *Mvk* (mevalonate kinase), *Pnmpk* (phosphomevalonate kinase), *Fdlp* (farnesyl diphosphate synthetase), *Sqle* (squalene epoxidase), *Cyp51* (cytochrome P450, family 51), *Sc4mol* (sterol-C4-methyl oxidase-like), and *Ehp* (phenylalkylamine Ca2+ antagonist [emopamil] binding protein), are highly expressed in cumulus cells but not oocytes, thus suggesting that mouse oocytes lack the full enzymatic system required for synthesizing cholesterol. Oocytes are probably also unable to take up cholesterol from their micro-environment via receptor-mediated selective uptake of carrier-borne cholesterol because receptors for both high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol (i.e., *SCARB1* [scavenger receptor class B, member 1], also known as SR-BI) and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol (i.e., LDLR) are not expressed by mouse oocytes. Hence cumulus cells are the source of cholesterol for mouse oocytes.

Second, when mouse oocytes were incubated with radiolabeled acetate as the precursor for cholesterol biosynthesis in culture, the levels of radiolabeled cholesterol were barely detected in denuded oocytes, as opposed to oocytes that were enclosed by cumulus cells during culture. Thus a portion of the cholesterol synthesized by cumulus cells is transferred to oocytes. Furthermore, although some cholesterol destined for transfer to oocytes could be taken up initially by cumulus cells, several lines of evidence suggest that cholesterol synthesized by cumulus cells seems to be the main source of oocyte cholesterol. For example, expression of *Scarb1* mRNA was barely detected by in situ hybridization in granulosa cells before the LH surge. Although *Scarb1* female mice are infertile, female mice are infertile because of the absence of SCARB1 in the ovary but rather indirectly by extraovarian defects resulting from the absence of SCARB1. Moreover, little LDL cholesterol is present in follicular fluid, and deletion of *Ldlr* does not affect fertility in mice. All lines of evidence thus suggest that mouse oocytes are unable to synthesize cholesterol from acetate or take up cholesterol via receptor-mediated selective uptake of carrier-borne cholesterol, and they require cumulus cells to synthesize and provide cholesterol to them.

**OOCYTES CONTROL METABOLIC ACTIVITIES IN GRANULOSA CELLS**

**Oocytes Promote Expression of Transcripts Encoding Enzymes Involved in Some Metabolic Functions**

The hallmark of the transition of preantral follicles to antral follicles is the formation of two populations of granulosa cells with distinct characteristics and functions—mural granulosa cells and cumulus cells. Whereas mural granulosa cells principally fulfill an endocrine role by producing steroid hormones and various other ligands, cumulus cells play a supporting role for oocyte...
development. Two opposing gradients of "morphogenic" signals, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and oocyte-derived paracrine factors, are important determinants of mural and cumulus cell lineages and drive differential expression of genes characteristic of either mural or cumulus cell phenotypes. The expression of transcripts at steady-state levels that are higher or lower in cumulus cells relative to mural granulosa cells was hypothesized to be due to their proximity to the oocyte.

We have used a variety of molecular and genomic approaches, such as suppression subtractive hybridization and microarray analyses, to search for genes that are more highly expressed in cumulus cells than mural granulosa cells, which led to the identification of transcripts encoding key enzymes for glycolysis (i.e., Aldoa, Enol1, Ldhb, Pfkp, Pkm2, and Tpi1) and amino acid transporter (i.e., Slc38a3). The higher levels of expression of these transcripts in cumulus cells were confirmed by mRNA in situ hybridization, thus suggesting that oocytes may influence the expression of these transcripts and the corresponding metabolic processes in cumulus cells. This possibility was tested in vitro by comparing the expression of the transcripts already mentioned, as well as glycolytic activity and amino acid uptake, in cumulus cells derived from cultured cumulus–oocyte complexes (COCs) and complexes with their oocytes microsurgically removed (oocytectomy [OOX]) before culture. OOX caused dramatic reduction in the levels of Aldoa, Enol1, Ldhb, Pfkp, Pkm2, Tpi1, and Slc38a3 in cumulus cells, suggesting that the presence of oocytes is essential for promoting the higher levels of expression of these transcripts in cumulus cells. Furthermore, glycolytic activity and the uptake of radio-labeled L-alanine (a substrate preferentially transported by Slc38a3) were also greatly reduced in OOX cumulus cells, confirming the biological consequence of the reduction of the expression of the corresponding transcripts. When OOX cumulus cells were co-cultured with fully grown oocytes isolated from large antral follicles, levels of expression of transcripts encoding enzymes for glycolysis and the amino acid transporter, as well as glycolytic activity and uptake of radiolabeled L-alanine into cumulus cells, were restored to the levels in the intact COC-cumulus cells. Thus oocytes promote these two metabolic activities in cumulus cells via paracrine signaling mechanisms. Interestingly, partially grown oocytes isolated from late secondary follicles do not promote the expression of Slc38a3, nor do they promote glycolytic activity or radiolabeled L-alanine uptake by OOX cumulus cells. This may reflect relatively lower demand for metabolites by these much smaller oocytes, and the basal metabolic activity of granulosa cells at this stage follicular development may be sufficient to meet the oocytes’ requirements.

The role of oocytes in the regulation of cumulus cell glycolysis has also been studied in cattle, where some controversy exists. In one study, denuded bovine oocytes were found unable to carry out glycolysis, whereas high glycolytic activity was found in cumulus–oocyte complexes, suggesting the existence of metabolic cooperation for glycolysis between bovine oocytes and cumulus cells. Glycolytic activity was reduced in cumulus cells when oocytes were removed from the complexes, evidence that bovine oocytes promote glycolysis in bovine cumulus cells. In contrast, in another study, Sutton et al. did not detect a significant metabolic difference in consumption of glucose by bovine cumulus cells between cumulus–oocyte complexes, OOX cumulus cells, and OOX cumulus cells co-cultured with oocytes. Despite the potential species-specific differences between mouse and bovine oocytes, such as those reported for the role of oocytes in enabling cumulus expansion after LH surge, differences in methodologies must be considered. For example, the former study used radiolabeled glucose (D-[5-3H]glucose) as the substrate, and glycolysis was measured as the production of radiolabeled H2O, the same method as that used in study with mouse cells; whereas the latter just measured the changes in the absolute amount of glucose in the medium using microfluorometric assay. Nevertheless, more studies are apparently necessary to resolve this discrepancy by simultaneously using these two methods to measure glycolytic activity in bovine cumulus cells under various experimental conditions. The potential role of oocytes in regulation of glycolysis and amino acid uptake by cumulus cells in other mammalian species, including human, is not known.

Oocytes promote cholesterol biosynthesis in mouse cumulus cells. The expression of key transcripts encoding enzymes required for cholesterol biosynthesis was found, by mRNA in situ hybridization, to be at much higher steady-state levels in cumulus cells than in mural granulosa cells. OOX resulted in dramatic reduction in expression of almost all of the transcripts encoding enzymes for cholesterol biosynthesis, as well as de novo cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells. These data thus indicate that oocytes promote cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells, at least in part, by promoting the expression of transcripts encoding enzymes in this pathway. Co-culture of OOX cumulus cells with fully grown oocytes restored expression of the transcripts in OOX cumulus cells to levels comparable to those in cumulus cells of intact COCs, thus indicating that oocytes promote expression of these transcripts via secretion of paracrine regulatory factors. However, co-culture with fully grown oocytes did not completely restore the levels of de novo synthesized cholesterol in OOX cumulus cells, suggesting the participation of juxtacrine signaling mechanisms in oocyte regulation of cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells.

Taking all this evidence together (as illustrated in Fig. 1), oocytes control cumulus cell metabolism in part
Participation of Oocyte-Derived GDF9, BMP15, and FGF8 in the Control of Metabolic Processes in Cumulus Cells

Oocytes secrete a “cocktail” of paracrine factors having the potential to affect functions of cumulus cells, and each factor in this cocktail may have specific and/or general targets. Identification of these oocyte-secreted factors and elucidating their targets and mechanisms of action is crucial to our understanding of how oocytes control granulosa cell development and function.

Two closely related members of the transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) superfamily, GDF9 and BMP15 (also known as GDF9β), are expressed robustly in the oocytes of most mammalian species, and at least in mouse ovaries, their expression is restricted to oocytes. Both GDF9 and BMP15 appear crucial for normal ovarian follicle development and ovulation in all mammalian species studied including mouse.

Figure 1 Metabolic cooperativity between oocytes and cumulus cells, and the role of oocyte-derived paracrine factors in promoting metabolism in cumulus cells. Oocytes are deficient in metabolizing glucose by glycolysis, synthesizing cholesterol from acetate, and taking up alanine directly, as compared with cumulus cells. Oocytes obtain products of the glycolysis (e.g., pyruvate) and cholesterol biosynthesis (e.g., cholesterol) pathway, as well as alanine from cumulus cells. Oocytes, via secreting paracrine factors, promote these metabolic processes in cumulus cells by promoting the expression of transcripts encoding key enzymes in the corresponding pathways, as well as the expression Slc38a3 encoding an amino acid transporter for L-alanine. Growth differentiation factor 9 (GDF9) and bone morphogenetic protein 15 (BMP15) are involved in promoting cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells, and cooperation between BMP15 and fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) are required for promoting glycolysis. Which oocyte-derived paracrine factor(s) participate in the induction of Slc38a3 expression, as well as L-alanine uptake by cumulus cells, are unknown. ATP, adenosine triphosphate; FGF8B, fibroblast growth factor 8B.
The observation that cumuli oophori ovulated in oocytes at the time just before ovulation is consistent with the detection of higher levels of bioactive BMP15 in extracellular spaces of some, but not all, expanded cumulus and strong immunostaining of BMP15 was seen in the sheep,9,72,73 and human,74,75 as revealed by studies with genetically targeted or spontaneous mutant models. In the mouse, Gdf9 null (Gdf9−/−) females are infertile, as compared with their wild type and heterozygous (Gdf9+/−) female litter mates, and this is caused by the inability of cuboidal granulosa cell to proliferate in primary follicles.8,70 Although deletion of Bmp15 (Bmp15−/−) causes female-specific subfertility with the defects in ovulation and fertilization,71 more dramatic reduction of fertility occurs in double-mutant (hereafter DM) Bmp15−/−Gdf9−/− females owing, at least in part, to the fragility of the ovulated cumuli oophori and the instability of the matrix formed around them.71 Subsequent studies with the DM cumulus–oocyte complexes revealed that DM cumulus cells develop abnormally before the LH surge, as cumulus expansion is compromised in vitro despite appropriate stimulation by hormones and expansion-enabling factors.23 Thus BMP15 and GDF9 cooperate before the LH surge to promote normal differentiation of cumulus cells. In contradiction, two studies suggest that BMP15 has no role in folliculogenesis until just before ovulation to induce cumulus expansion.78,79 This conclusion was based on higher levels of the mature form of BMP15 protein detected by Western blot in oocytes at 9 hours after human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) injection,79 and strong immunostaining of BMP15 was seen in the extracellular spaces of some, but not all, expanded cumulus oophorus at 24 hours after hCG administration.78 The detection of higher levels of bioactive BMP15 in oocytes at the time just before ovulation is consistent with the observation that cumuli oophori ovulated in Bmp15+/−Gdf9−/− DM females are fragile and unstable,71 thus providing more biochemical evidence for the role of BMP15 in supporting cumulus expansion. However, cumulus expansion does occur in Bmp15−/− Gdf9−/− females.23,71 This suggests that BMP15 is not the only oocyte-derived factor responsible for promoting cumulus expansion. Nevertheless, despite finding higher levels of a mature form of BMP15 protein in oocytes several hours after the LH surge, lower levels were detected in oocytes before the surge.79 However, although the levels of bioactive BMP15 detected in oocytes before the LH surge are low, this does not exclude important functions for BMP15 before the surge. Oocyte-specific overexpression of the mature form of mouse BMP15 in vivo induces accelerated follicle growth with decreased primary follicles and an increase in secondary follicles, as well as an increased mitotic index in granulosa cells, indicating that BMP15 can function in early stages of follicular development before the LH surge.80 Furthermore, we have strong evidence (see later for more details) that BMP15 participates in the regulation of cumulus cell development and function before the LH surge by promoting metabolism in cumulus cells.53,81

To reveal potential roles of BMP15 and/or GDF9 in the regulation of cumulus cell development and function before the LH surge, we compared the transcriptomes of Bmp15−/− and DM mutant cumulus cells with those of wild type (WT).53 Significant changes in the expression of a large number of transcripts in Bmp15−/− and DM cumulus cells were found before the stimulation of cumulus expansion, reflecting profound effects of BMP15 and GDF9 on cumulus cell development and function. There were 5332 transcripts significantly different in the Bmp15−/− versus WT comparison, 7640 in the DM versus WT comparison, and 2651 in the DM vs Bmp15−/− comparison. The expression of 744 transcripts was changed in all three comparisons, which can be considered to represent the transcripts most highly regulated in cumulus cells by BMP15 and GDF9. Bioinformatics analyses using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) (Ingenuity Systems, Inc., Redwood City, CA) was performed on the commonly changed 744 transcripts to reveal themes in the biochemical pathways affected in mutant cumulus cells. To our surprise, the most strongly affected pathways were metabolic: glycolysis, sterol biosynthesis, inositol metabolism, and pentose phosphate, thus implicating BMP15 and GDF9 in the control of cumulus cell metabolism before the LH surge. Accordingly, we investigated the role of BMP15 and GDF9 in the regulation of cholesterol biosynthesis and glycolysis in cumulus cells. Most of the transcripts encoding enzymes in both pathways were significantly downregulated in Bmp15−/− cumulus cells, which was correlated with the dramatic reduction in the levels of de novo synthesized cholesterol and glycolytic activity in Bmp15−/− cumulus cells.53,81 Furthermore, Bmp15−/− oocytes failed to promote the expression of transcripts for cholesterol biosynthesis and glycolysis, as well as glycolytic activity, in WT-OOX cumulus cells (81; and our unpublished data). These data cumulatively support the participation of BMP15 in promoting cholesterol biosynthesis and glycolysis in cumulus cells before the LH surge. The more dramatic reduction in the expression of transcripts encoding enzymes in cholesterol biosynthesis pathway and the levels of de novo synthesized cholesterol in DM cumulus cells, as compared with Bmp15−/− cumulus cells, indicates that GDF9 also participates in promoting cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells before the LH surge.53 Furthermore, associated with the reduction of de novo synthesized cholesterol in DM cumulus cells, less cholesterol was transferred to DM oocytes, thus indicating that BMP 15 and GDF9 promote cholesterol biosynthesis in cumulus cells.53 However, GDF9 does not appear to be involved in the regulation of glycolysis in cumulus cells because recombinant GDF9 either alone or in combination with BMP15 did not promote the expression of glycolytic transcripts or glycolysis by WT-OOX cumulus cells.81 Instead, another oocyte–derived factor, fibroblast
growth factor 8B (FGF8B), was found to participate in the control of cumulus cell glycolysis. FGF8 is highly expressed in oocytes of several mammalian species, however, its role in follicular development was unknown. Although neither FGF8B nor BMP15 alone promote expression of glycolytic transcripts in OOX cumulus cells, the combination of both growth factors can significantly promote the expression of glycolytic transcripts and glycolysis in OOX cumulus cells. Furthermore, SU5402, a specific inhibitor of FGFR-dependent protein kinase activity, inhibited the WT oocyte-promoted expression of glycolytic transcripts in OOX cumulus cells. Therefore, FGF8B plays an important role in the regulation of cumulus cell development and function by cooperating with BMP15 to promote glycolysis in cumulus. Unlike glycolysis and cholesterol biosynthesis, the specific uptake of L-alanine may not be regulated by BMP15 or GDF9 because the steady-state level of Slc38a3 mRNA was not downregulated in either Bmp15−/− or DM cumulus cells (our unpublished data). The participation of FGF8B in the control of L-alanine uptake and cholesterol biosynthesis by cumulus cells has not been examined. Figure 1 illustrates a model summarizing participation of BMP15, GDF9, and FGFs in the control of cumulus cell metabolism.

Why Do Oocytes Control Cumulus Cell Metabolism?

Because oocytes themselves are unable to take up L-alanine or synthesize cholesterol from acetate and poorly metabolize glucose for energy production, they obtain these amino acids and products of cholesterol biosynthesis and glycolysis, which are essential for their development and function, from cumulus cells. We therefore hypothesize that one major reason for oocyte outsourcing of metabolic functions to cumulus cells is to compensate for the oocyte’s deficiencies. Oocytes achieve this goal in part by promoting the expression of the transcripts involved in these metabolic pathways in the companion somatic cells, the cumulus cells.

Fully-grown oocytes are one of the largest cells in the body with the greatest volume-to-surface ratio. The cumulus cell plasma membranes could be considered as an extension of the oocyte membrane to facilitate the acquisition of exogenous nutrients by oocytes. Moreover, it may be an advantage for oocytes to focus on anabolic metabolism in preparation for early embryonic development. Outsourcing catabolic metabolism, such as glycolysis, to cumulus cells may also help the oocyte maintain a relatively quiescent status of catabolism, thus reducing the levels of oxidative stress potentially harmful for oocyte quality. Interestingly, outsourcing metabolism to follicle cells may be an evolutionarily conserved phenomenon across most if not all of the animal species. For example, in low animal species such as insects, birds, and amphibians, the major form of nutrient stored in oocytes is yolk protein, which is derived from specific uptake of the protein vitellogenin (VTG) from the maternal bloodstream and is essential for support of early embryonic development. VTG uptake by oocytes requires the presence of surrounding follicle cells and the gap junction coupling between oocytes and follicle cells. VTG is taken up by pinocytosis in frogs and fish.

Another important goal for oocytes control of metabolism in granulosa cells is probably to participate in regulating the rate of ovarian follicle development. Follicle growth, like the growth of any cell in general, requires sufficient “fuel” supplies (i.e., energy, amino acids, lipids, etc.). Nutritional cues regulated by oocytes, as well as by endocrine, autocrine, and the other paracrine regulatory factors, may directly influence ovarian follicle growth. This is supported by several recent studies showing the participation of the conserved mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR [mammalian target of rapamycin]) (FRAP1 [FK506 binding protein 12-rapamycin associated protein 1]) protein, an essential component of the energy-sensing pathway, in the control of granulosa cell proliferation and differentiation, as well as follicle growth. Furthermore, by promoting certain metabolic processes in cumulus cells, oocytes may prevent apoptosis in these cells. This idea is buttressed by the evidence that inhibition of cholesterol biosynthesis in granulosa cells with statins induces apoptosis, which is prevented by mevalonic acid, an intermediary in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway. The healthy status of cumulus cells would, in turn, benefit the coordinated development and function of both oocytes and cumulus.

Evidence that strongly supports the hypothesis of oocyte control of the rate of follicle growth is the finding that growing oocytes isolated from the late secondary follicles of 12-day-old mice double the rate of antral follicle formation in vivo when reaggregated with somatic cells isolated from primordial follicles of newborn mice. Accompanying the accelerated rate of follicle growth is a precocious differentiation of preantral granulosa cells into cumulus and mural granulosa cells, specifically, the early expression of defining cellular and molecular characteristics (i.e., competence to undergo cumulus expansion and expression of Lhgr [luteinizing hormone/choriogonadotropin receptor] mRNA, respectively). This suggests that in addition to the role of supporting granulosa cell growth, the oocyte also promotes the differentiation of granulosa cells. More direct evidence supporting the role of oocytes in promoting granulosa cell differentiation are findings that oocytes are essential for estrogen amplification of FSH-induced differentiation of mural granulosa cell, and that oocytes promote the differentiation of cumulus cells from preantral granulosa cells.
CONCLUSION
The cell-to-cell interactions just summarized comprise strong evidence of an oocyte–granulosa cell regulatory loop by which complementary signaling and metabolic pathways drive the development and function of both the oocytes and follicular somatic compartments. Although it is clear that GDF9, BMP15, and FGF8B participate in the regulation of some of the metabolic processes in cumulus cells, they apparently do not completely represent the “cocktail” of oocyte-derived factors. Challenges are to discover other possible oocyte-regulated metabolic processes in granulosa cells, as well as the specific oocyte-derived paracrine factors responsible for the regulation. Oocytes express the mRNA or protein of the ligands for other members of the TGF-β family, such as TGF-β2, TGF-β3, BMP6 (bone morphogenetic protein 6), as well as ligands for Notch- and sonic hedgehog-signaling pathways, such as JAG1 and 2 (jagged 1 and 2), and SHH sonic hedgehog. The cell-to-cell interactions just summarized comprise strong evidence of an oocyte
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